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Properties of Certain Statistics Involving the Closest Pair 
In a Sample of Three Observations 

Julius Lieblein 

Triplicate readings are of wide occurrence in experimental work. Occasio nally, how
ever, only the closest pair of a triad is used, and the outlyi ng high or low one discarded as 
evidencing some gross error . The present paper presen ts a mathematical investigat ion 
leadi ng to precise determination of so me of the biases that result from such select ion . This 
project was suggested by certain experiments involving random sampling numbers a nd a naly
sis of published chemical determinatio ns. The theoretical findin gs agree closely with t he 
empirical resu lts and imply that selected pairs not only te nd to overestimate cons iderably 
the precision of the experimental procedure, but also res ult in less accurate determinations. 

1. Introduction 

Triplicate determinations arc fairly common in the 
chemical laboratory inasmuch a a third one is occa
sio nally taken to indicate which of the other two i 
more likely to b e off the mark. A corollary of this 
is that if only two of the tlm'le measurements arc in 
elose agreemen t t he worker is under sLrong tempta
tion to discard completely the remaining distant one 
on the ground that evidence of gross error is prese nt. 
A similar practice also appears to be encouraged by 
instruction methods in quantitative chemical analysis 
which grade students not only upon the correctness 
of their r esult , made in duplicate, bu t also upon 
their precision a maasurecl by the difference between 
the two re. ults. Thus, a student might hope to im
prove his record by quietly making a third, uncalled
for analysis, give himself the advantage of the closest 
two of all three, and omit to mention the remaining 
one. This is a very striking ca e of the long-standing 
problem of the rejection of outlying observation and 
raises the statistical question of how estimates of the 
mean and variability of analyses are affected by such 
procedures. It is thi question, rather than tha re
jection of outlying observations/ 2 that i emphasized 
in the present investigation, although the rejection 
problem is also touched on, in co nnection with the 
first of the three statistics, YI, discussed below. 

The author is indebted to W. J . Youden for draw
ing his attention to this question and suggesting its 
theoretical investigation when search of the statistical 
literature indicated that this apparently simple 
problem had not been considered heretofore.3 

Accordingly, the present study was executed and 
resulted in the present paper, which is purely a 
mathematical treatment undertaken to verify and 
extend certain sampling results, obtained by Youden 
in an empirical i nvestigation of the above question, 
which were reported in the National Bureau of 

I Figures in brackets i,\(\icate the literature referenccs at the end of this paper. 
, For inIormation on tbe many aspects 01 outlyi ng observations that have been 

treated in the Iiteraturt, the reader is advised to eo,,"ult a recent mUcle by F. E. 
Grubbs [IJ, ill which. in add ition to disr.ussin~ spveral new criteria for testing dis
cordant observations, he presents a detailed bibliography o[ the problem. A 
particularlycomprchemive.surveyoIdevolorments prior to 1933 is provided in a 
study by P. R. Rider [2] rlUblished in that year. See also the two papers by W. J. 
Dixon [7, 8] and the one by G. R. Seth [10]. 

Standards T echnical News Bulletin for July, 1949 
[31. The method of treatment wa to study some 
of the properLies of two measurements that arc 
selecLed ou t of a sample of tbree according to a sLated 
criterion computed from the sample ob ervations. 
The statistics that define sll ch properties are of more 
general character than order statistics-that is, ob
servations ordered according to size, such as the 
largest value in a sample, the sample medi an, etc. 
vVhereas order statistics are widely treated in the 
litera Lure/ the type of statistics being considered 
here, which depend on features other than size, have 
apparently received relatively little attention. 5 

This report is thus limited to the following lhree 
questions, answers to which will erve Lo Lhrow ligh t 
on the differences to be expec ted between taking two 
measurements at random (" true duplicates") and 
taking two measurements that are really part of a 
random sample of three." (1) In a random sample 
of thTee ob ervations from a single (continuous) 
population what values of the following ratio may 
be considered significant: ratio of the gap between 
the two close t value to the whole range of the 
sample? (2) How cloes the range in a sample of 
true duplicate measure ments compare with the differ-

3 After this pap~r was propared, the lIuthor received a copy or a manuscript of 
an article by Franklin M. Henry oC the University cf California, Berkeley, en
titled. " The loss o( preciSion [rom discarding (li~crepant da ta". Thi- article has 
since been pu hlished [Ill. It pre~ents no mathematical tbeory lor triads, but 
gives, amon g othor interesting pOints, a discussion or all ~xpcriment in judging 
lO·seconn t ime intervals by a series 01 triplicate measurements in whieh the two 
"closest" were averaged in each tr iad. T he stand ard deviation 01 the mean 01 
such averages [or 50 triads was 0.131 sec, wherca~ theory (table lb, Part n, col. 1) 
gives (~ince tho sta nd ard dev iation o[ the whole set o[ 150 rcadin~s is 07=0.162 
instead o[ tbe 07=1 used in onr table) the rpmarko.bly close value 0.7986XO.162= 
0.129 sec lor samplo~ rrom a n ormal population and 0.908.3XO.1G2=0.147 sec (oc 
~amples rrom a recta ngular population (col. 4). 'r he author is obliged to Henry 
lor his kindness in maki ng his paper ava ilahle in ad vance 01 puhlication. 

Attent ion is 31so called to a note by O. R. Se.th [10] on the distribution 01 the 
two closest a mon g a set o( three observations. Seth became interested in the 
problem in the course o[ a discussion with the author nuring his visit to tbe 
St3tistiCilI E ngineerin g Laboratory in the spring or 1948. In this 'lote he obtains 
in general terms some 01 the results also given in the present paper and applies 
them to the normal distribution. The author wish~s to ackno wledge t hat the 
present paper has bonefitod Irom correspondence with Seth on the problem. (In 
t!Jis connection see also Iootnotes 11 and 16.) 

• For a comprehensive survey o( the literature on order st at istics, see Wilks [4j ' 
• The most directly relevant article known to the aut hor is by J. W. 'l'ukey [5 , 

in which he obtains tables relat ive to the distribution o( the larqe8t gap, rather 
than t he smallest, in samples oflrom 2 to 10 by experimental sampling Irom a unit 
normal universe and also by analytical means. 

• The answerS to these questions are indicated in the tables as Iollows: (I), 
tables 2 andla; (2) and (3), table lb. Theso tahles, which are an attempt to 
condense the main results of this paper, are summarized in section 2. 
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ence between the two values in each of (a) the 
closest pair out of a sample of three measurements, 
(b) the lowest (or high est) pair out of such a sample , 
and (c) tbe pair of extremes (highest and lowest 
valups) of the entire sample of three- as regards 
several types of universes? (3) How do the means 
compare in each case? It is not intended to con
sider other problems that can arise, such as drawing 
the sample from a mixed population, or adopting a 
rule to omit the extreme measurement on1Y wben 
the range of the thTee observa.tions exceeds a, specified 
va.lue , and utilizing a.11 thTee of them otherwise . 
Neither is it intended in this paper to go into a.ny 
other statistical questions sueh as estima.tion a.nd 
significan ce tests or more genpral decision problems. 

2. Summary 

The a,nSWel"S to the abovr questions involve pri
marily the investigation of the distributions of the 
three sta.Listics, YI , Y2, a.nd Y3, whose main properties 
are summarized in ta.bles la, and 1 b b elow a.nd 
compared with the results of both actual sampling 
by making use of a ta,ble of random numbers, and 
data on chemical ana.lyses that a.ppeared in the 
chemical literature. 7 

The statistics Yi are defined a.s foll ows. Let XI ' 

X2, X3 be the sample of three observations arra.ngecl 
in order of increasing magnitude: 

Let now 
x', x" , x'" 

designa.te the sa.me three observations rearranged so 
that x' and x" are the two closest of the three a.nd 
x' ;:::x". Then the selected sta tistics trea.ted arc 

X ' -x" 
Y2=--2- ' 

x' + x" 
Ya=--2- · 

Results a.re presented, insofa.r as they have been 
obtained, for th e tbTee parent universes, recta.ngular, 

7 For additioll fl l com pqrisons with f'x perimental data that ca me to the aut hor's 
attent ion too late for in cl llsion in the main bony of the paper, ,ee fooLnote 3. 

right triangular , and normal, though not necessarily 
in the same deta.il for each one. 

The comparisons indicated in table 1 reveal the 
following facts for random samples of thTee measure
ments, where, unless otherwise sta.ted, the statements 
apply to samples from a normal or a rectangular 
population: 

l. The empirical sampling results, obta.ined prior 
to the theoretica.l calcula.tions, show fairly substantia.l 
agreement with the theory. The chemica.l data. from 
experimen tal de termin a tion s reported in a. chemical 
journal and studied by vV. J. You den are likewise 
in agreement.s 

2. The sta.tistic YI, which characterizes the pa.rti
tion of the range by the middle item in a ra.ndom 
sample of three measurements, behaves remarkably 
a.like for samples from three different basic popula.
tions , the norma.l , rectangular, and right triangular 
(table 1a). This suggests that this ratio statistic 
will not be very useful a.s a criterion for discriminat
ing between a normal popula.tion and some other 
population. 

3. A set of two observa,tiolls selected by taking 
the closest two out of tlll"ee from a normal or a 
rectangular population differs strikingly from other 
pairs taken from the tllTee or from a pair of true 
duplicates, a.s shown by the following: 

a.. The avera.ge d1jJerence (as measured by Y2) 
between the selected pair is less than half that for 
the true duplicates, and the same is true of the 
varia.bility of this distance as mea.sured by th e 
standard dcvia.tion (table 1 b , Part A, Cols. 1, '3 and 
4, 6) . Furthermore, the difference between th e 
selected pair behaves (a.gain in an avera.ge sense) 
very much like haU thc difference between the two 
lowest (or highest) in the full sample of three and 
(in the same sense) is similar to one-quarle;' the 
differen ce between the t wo most extreme measure
ments in the sample. The standard deviation of 
the difference between the closest pair is, however 
comparable to the stan da.rd devia.tion of half th~ 
range (ta.ble 1 b , Part A, Cols. 1, 2, and 4, 5). 

b. The mean (Ya) of a selected pair va.ries some
what more tha.n the mean of a true duplicate pair, 
the avcrDge value of both these means being the 

8 For otber empirical evidence see footnote 3. 

TARLE lao Characien'stics oJ the ratw YI oJ the distance between the closest pair to the range in a sample of three measurements 

Normal population 

T heory 

(1 ) 

N, num ber of sam ples of 3 __ ___ _____ _______ _ 

P robah ility density function ___ ___ ____ ____ _ 

Expected or mean val ue _________ ___ _____ __ _ 
Standard deviation __ ___ ________ ____ ____ __ _ 

Samplin g 
with 

random 
num bers 

(2) 

400 

0.2582 
0.H2l 

256 

R ectangular populat ion 

'r'heory 

(3) 

2,O:'OVI9 / 2 

0.25 
0.1443 

Sampl ing 
with 

random 
num bers 

(1) 

200 

0.2,;011 
0. 1612 

R ight triangular population 

'J'hcoI'Y 

(.1) 

P ub
Sampling Iished 

with chemICa] 
random data 
numbers 

(6) (i) 
-----_._------

2, 0:'0 YI :'01/ 2 

0.25 
0. 1443 

200 

0. 2141 
0. 1480 

i5 

0.2573 
0.1565 

" I 



same. E specially notew'orLhy is the fact that the 
true average of the population is more accurately 
estimated by usin g th e two lIlO t discrepant observa
tions of the tluee in forming an average, }f (Xl +X3), 
than by taking thc two tha t are most in agreement, 
although neither method is as accurate as taking 

the mean of all threc (Lable 1b, P art B , cols. 1, 4). 
Thus, selection of measurcmen t on the basis of elose 
agreement increases rather than clcer'cascs the true 
crror of measuremen t. 

In addition to the above relationships Lhe be
havior of the outlying observation X'" i of intere t 

T A nI,E lb. Characteristics of other statistics related to the closes/. pair of measw'emenls in a sample of 3 

x15x25 . .. 5xn denote the measllrements in a salllplc orn ordered according to size . Ifn=3 , then x' and x", x'~x", denote the two closest measurements in the 
sample (Xit X2, X3). '1"he m easurements arc drawn independently at random from the populations designated . ~[' he rectangular population has beon adj usted to unit 
variance and ccntcrcd at the origin. Exact values and distr ibution fUJ]ct ions are givcn where practical. Where the interval of nonzcro probability dcnsity is omitted 
for a probability distribution , the variate is assumed to take all values from -oo to +oo. For fuller ex planation see text. 

Tormal population. 

(I) 

Closest pair in 3 sa mple of 3 

(2) 

Lowest pair a in a 
sa mple of 3 

(3) 

Sample of 2 ("true 
d uplicates") 

Rectangular populat ion witb unit variance, 

(4) 

Closest pair in a 
sample of 3 

(5) (6) 

Low est pair a. in a Sample of 2 ("true 
sam pIe of 3 duplicates") 

A. Statistics relative to the DISTAN I': betwcen two values 

Statistic ___________ _ 

Probability density { 
function. 

Mean ________ . ____ _ 

x'-x"=2Yz=fj~ 

E(y;) = 0.4535 

jE(Vn=0.4451 (experimental 
Other means for value b) 

comparison. E(X3-Xl) /4= ~_ -0.4231 
4" .. 

tandard deviation _ 

Other stand ard 
deviations for 
comparison. 

u(V;) =0.3746 

U(X, -xl)/2=0.4442 

(X,-xl) /2=s 

~ f OO e-(a"+s')dt 
.. J l8 

3 
E(s) = 4";; =0.4231 

E(X3-Xl) /4=_ 3 -
4";-; 

U(s) =5.3379 

U(X3-Xl) /2=0.4442 

2 _p2 
..;-; e 

O:-:;p < oo 

1 
E(p)- ..;-;-0.5642 

x'-x"=2f12=11~ 

E(y;) - .J4
7i -0.4330 

U(X3-Xl) /2= 
";15 
10=0.3873 

_1_ ( 3 -8)2 
..,f3 

0:-:;8:-:; ";-3 

";3 
E(s)=T=0.4330 

U(X3-Xl) /2= 

.Jl5 =0 3873 10 . 

B. Statistics relative to the AVERAGE of two values 

Statistic .... __ . ____ _ 

Probability density 
function . 

Mean __ ._ . ___ ____ ._ 

Other means for 
comparison. 

(X'+X") /2=Y3 (xl+x,) /2=q 

__6_ f OO J e-Qdtdl/'. 
11'" 2 ,.. Jo 

where t ranges over (_oo. (0) 
-3Y'+1I3) and (3Y,+V3. oo); 
Q=4t'+v:+vl 

E(Y3) =0 E(g)= _ _ 3- =-0.4231 

E(Y3) = -0.0335 (experi
mental value b) 

E (:,,+x,) /2=0 

E(Xl+X,+X3)/3=EX=0 

4 .. 
E(m)=O 

(X'+X") /2=Y3 

(0) 

E(V3) =0 

E(Xl+X3)/2=0 

E(Xl+X2+X3)/3=0 

(0) 

E(q) = 

3 
--4-=-0.4330 

Standard deviation . U(Y3)= ( ++ 4-,,3 y' =0.7986 u(g) =0.6244 /33 [33 
u(m)= H=0.7071 u(v,)= " 40=0.9083 u(g)= " 80=0.6423 

Other standard 
deviations for 
comparison. 

U(Y3) =0.809 (experimental 
value b) 

U(Xl+X3)/2= 

(~_ ../3) ! =0.6018 
2 4-,.. 

U(Xl+X2+X3)/3=u-;=_1-
3 

=0.5774 

U(Xl+X3)/2=0.6018 

• T he ch3racteristics of the highest pair arc obtainable from symmetry consid erations. 
b Values obtai ned by samplin g experiments using a table of random normal dev iates . 
• 'rhese density functions ha\-e been omitted si nce they arc rather complicated . 
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U(Xl+X3)/2= 

-J~=0.5477 

u,=_1_=0.5774 
3 

u(Xl+x,) /3= 

-V~=0.5477 

(X,-xl)/2 = p 

2 
3 ( 3 -p) 

O:-:;p:-:; 3 

E(p)= ~~=0.5774 

-----

1 3(../3-1",1). 

3:-:;"':-:;../3 
E(m)=O 

u(m)=0.5 



and will be briefly considered. 
Although the basic ideas present little difficulty, 

the explicit values and probability dis tributions 
needed in this paper often involve calculation of 
multiple integrals over quite complicated regions. 
The exact calculation of these integrals has usually 
r equired much tedious manipulation, too lengthy 
to warrant more than the briefest indication. A 
detailed manuscript of these procedures is in the 
possession of the author. 

3. Derivation of Results; Descriptive 
Properties 

3.1. The Statistic YI 

a. Distribution and m oments in general 

Let XI, X2, X3 be the three observations, arranged 
in order of magnitude, in a random sample of t.hree 
from a population with pdf (probability density 
function) f(x ) , supposed continuous (and dif
feren tiable as often as n ecessary), and suppose 
j (x) is nonzero m the interval (a, b) where either 
or both endpoints may be at infinity. Then the 
join t density function of XI, X2, X3 is [6] 

P (XI, X2 X3)d x l d X2dx3= 3!f (xl)f(X2)f(X3)d x1d x2d x3, 
a:::;xI:::;x2:::;X3:::; b. (1) 

Letting x' ?.x" he the t wo closest observations, the 
statistic YI may be written 

where 

( ) X2-XI X3-X2 
YII XI,X2,X3 ==--, YI2(XI,X2,X3)==--

X3-XI X3- Xl 

== 1- YlI(xJ, x2,x3) 

(1 a) 

are simply functIOns of the x's and will be used with 
the arguments often omitted for brevity. Thus it is 
r equired to find the distrib ution of the variate Yt , 
defined over 0:::; YI :::; 76 , which takes differen t func
t ional forms, namely 

{ 

YII(Xt,X 2,X3) if 0:::; Yl1(XI,X2,X3):::; ~ 
YI= 

YI2(X I,X 2,X3) if ° :::; YI2(XI,X2,X3):::;~' 
where Yn, YI2 are simply used as abbreviations for the 
fractions in (la). 

To find the distribution of YI, we have (in the 
not.ation of the theory of probability), since the 
even ts indica ted 0 n the righ tare m 11 tually exclusive, 

P {Yl:::;Y }= P{O:::;Y Il:::;Y, o:::;Y l1:::;~} 

+ P{0:::;Y12:::; y , 0:::;Y 12 :::;~}' (2) 

which is equivalent to 

0 , if Y < 0 

P { O:::;Yl1:::;Y }+ 

P {Yl:::; Y }= P {0:::;Y I2:::;Y }, if O:::;Y:::; ~ 

1, if Y> ~ 
(2a) 

The equation (2a) can be differentiated vvith respect 
to Y to give the probability density function in the 
form 

1 
P(Yl)= Pl(Yl1)+P2(Y12), if ° :::; YII, Y1 2:::; "2=0, (2b) 

= 0, otherwise, 

with Yn and Y12 replaced by YI in the r esult. Thus 
the required distribution is reduced t.o those of sta
tistics of the usual type. 

To find PI (YlI), apply th e transforma tion 9 

to (1), obtaining 

xI=r-1J. 

x2=r-q(1 - YlI) (3) 

h(YlI ,q,r)dYlldr dq = 6qf(r-q)f[r - q(1- YIl)Jf(r)dYlIdr dq , 

O:::;q '::;'r-a, a:::;r:::;b , O:::;YII:::;l (4) 

whence the pdf of the variate Yll is 

Since Y12 = 1 - YII , its density function is, similarily, 

PZ(YI 2)= Jab l r-a 6q f (r- q)f(r)f(r - qYI 2) dq dr , 

O'::;' Y12 '::;'1. (6) 

H ence finally (2 b) gives 

9 This is obtained by putti ng Yll .... 1"2-XI, q=X3-Xl , and r=X3. 
Xa-X, 
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where 

(8) 

as the general formula for the distribution of Yl for 
a population with continuous pdjj(x). 

The above expressions appear to lend themselves 
to but few general statements. Thus, it may be 
seen from (7) and (8) that for a rectangular parent 
popula tion j(x) the distributio n P(YI) of YI is rec
tangular. Furthermore, 1/1 will evidently be rec
tangularly distributed for all parent distributions for 
which the function </>CYl) does not depend upon YI , 
that is , for which the function 

depend at most upon r and q. If j is a lineal' 
function (triangular or rectangular distribution ), 
thi is seen to b8 tru e, for the YI'S cancel out. Con
versely, by differentiating with respect to YI , it can 
be shown that if 1/1 bas a rectangular distribution, 
then j must be linear , if differentiable. 

For future use, it i desirable to ob tain general 
expression for the moment , f.L k, of 1/1, In view of 
(Ia), (2b ), and (6) these are giv8n by 

which, under the transformations 

b<lcome 

in which PI is the pdj of the ratio 

If the function PI(U) is one that is symmetrical about 
1 h b ' . 1 u=Z' t ,en Il k may e wrItten, puttmg z - t=s, 

For certain symmetrical universes, the distribution 
of 1/11 ha been investigated numerically by W . J. 

Di.xon [7J for sample of three and vanous larger 
size as well .lo 

b . Rectangular universe 

For the rectangular or uniform paren t unIverse 
given by 

j(x)= I , 

and zero els8wher8 (this simple form is called the 
"square" universe), th8 general expression (7) 
becomes 

verifying that the ratio YI also is rectangular . 
The first few moments arc 

It is interesting to sec wh etber valu es of the ratio 
1ft tend to depend on the spread, X3-X I, of the sample 
values. 

It can be shown by the method used in obtaining 
(4) that, for the rectangular ca e, the joint probability 
density fun ction of YI , XI, X3 i 

1 o < Yl <-. - - 2 

Since this is independent of Yt, it follow that the 
ratio Y1 is independent, not only of t he range, but 
also of both sample extremes Xl and X3 ' 

c. Triangular universe 

In simplest form this is given by 

j (x)= 2 x, 

and zero elsewhere. Formula (7) here gives 

so that the distribution of YI is identical to that of 
the previous case. ' 

10 I n addition. Dixon has published a paper [8] that gives a thorough treatment 
of a large number of measures tbat may be used in testing whether !an outlying 
observation (or several such) sbould be rejected. Of t bese statistics, the only 
one that bas any direct relationship to any studied in the present paper is, 
fOl'n=3, 

Tbis expression, wbicb (for n=3) is the same as V12( ~ l -Yll) in (Ia) a bove. is 
mentioned by Dixon as a criterion for testing the u l' per outlier X3. T he au thor 
is obliged to Dixon for making his two papers availab le in advance or 
puhllcation. 
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2,2 5 ,----,- ---,----,-----,- ---,--,-----,-- --.--- -,------, 

2.15 

2,05 

SAMPLES FROM A 

NORMAL UNIVERSE--

2.00 f--------7"''----- -----;----i 
? 1.95 SAMPLES FROM A / 

RECTANGULAR UNIVERSE 
1.85 

1,75 

1.65 
O L' _-L_~_~_~_~' _~-~-~-~~ 

o ,05 ,10 .15 .2 0 .25 .30 .35 .40 ,45 ,50 

Y, 

FIG U R E 1. Distribution of ratio YI in samples f rom a normal 
and from a rectangular universe. 

3{3 do, 1 
f(y ,) dvl=~1/'~ · y;-Y,+ l' o::;; y, ::;;2' 

X' -X" v,=-
X3- Xl 

d . Normal Universe 

1 -iX' For f(x) = -= e , ~ CX):::;x:::; CX) , (called the 
~27r 

unit or standard normal distribution or universe) , 
formula (7) becomes 

P(Yl) = .L"'",,[+'" (2:)3/2 q{ exp( -~ [(r _ q)2+ r2+ 

(r - qY1?1) + exp ( -~ [(r - q)2+ r2+ 

The above table bears out the fact that the ratio 
Yl is not a good criterion to use for the rejection of 
outlying obseI'\Tations. Thus, a ratio as marked as 
one-sixth or less, indicating that the outermost ob
servation is at least fi ve times as distant from the 
middle one as is the remaining one, may be expected 
(if the universe is normal) about 30 percent of the 
time; even when the distances are in the ratio 10 to 1 
or more, one by no means has a rare event- it may 
be expected only a little less often than in one 
sample out of six. 

The momen ts are given bX 

1 3.y3 4 
E(Yl )='i,- 27r ln 3= 0.26209 , 

The correlation between the range and Yl is fo und as 
follows : 

E(x' - x") - E(X3- Xl)' E(Yl ) 
o-(X3- Xl)' o-(Yl) , 

0.45352 - (1.6926) (0.26209) 
P (X3~ Xl' Yl) = (0.88837)(0.14280) = 0.0781, 

(r - q 1 - y 1)2J)}d qdr, O :::;Yl:::;~' (9) on making use of the fac t that 

or 
1 11 

o < Yl<- ' 
~ -2 

This"-consists of the arc of a Cauchy distribution 
curve included between the left-hand inflection 
point and mode, and is shown in fi gure 1. Several 
percentage points obtained from the cumulative 
distribution are presented in table 2. 

TABLE 2. P ercentage points of YI for the unit norma l 

x' -x" 6 (2yo-l) ~" =Xa=x.; Pr lo,::;; v:}=-; arctan ~3 +1 

Probability, P, 
that V, does not 

Critical value, y ~, 
corresponding to 

exceed gi ven val- given proba bil-
ue of y~ ity P 

~I p p y~ 

0 ° ° ° 1/11 0, 1572 0.01 0, 00603 
1/6 0,2983 0, OS 0,02979 
1/3 0, 6369 0. 10 0. 05874 

0. 25 0. 14128 
0, 50 0, 23205 

11 This distribu tion has also been obtained by G, R. Seth [10]. (See also foo t
notes 3 and 16). 

6- 3,13 
0.45 352, (10) 

.y 7r 

from a result obtained on page 263 and 

o- 2(xa- Xl)= 2o-2(X3)- 20'(XIX3)= 2 (1 -9-;:,(3) 
= 0.78920, 

from the exact values given by Jones [9]. 

3.2. The Statistic Y2= >Hx' -x") 

a . General Formula for Its Distribution 

The development of section 3.1 ,a. can be used 
but will no t be given here. It will be more fruitful , 
however , to pursue an alternative method adapted 
to the form of Y2 and Y3. This will readily yield the 
joint distribution of Y2, Ya and thus simplify their 
study. 
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We first obtain the joint distribution of x', x" , 
x"', where it will be r ecalled that x' and x" are the 
two closest observations, x' ?,x", and x'" is the 
remaining one, the outlying value, either above or 
below the closest pair. Wri ting 

x" = u, x'=v , x"' = w, 

we ha ve the transformation T given by 

~d T 

We know the join t dis tribution of Xl, X2, x;;, namely 

and desire that of u, v, w resulting from the transfor
mation T . Since the regions of definition become 
increasingly complex, we shall sacrifice some slight 
generality by taking a= O, b= l , and reworking the 
results whenever necessary. This will no t be diffi
cult once the general line of procedure has been 
indicated . 

Since the function in (ll ) is symmetric, the density 
function tor u , v, w remains of the arne form. The 
only difficulty is determining the region over which 
it is different from zero . By omewhat tedious 
manilJUlations, this region may be shown to consist 
of the portions: 12 

O ~w~2u -v, 

so that the pdj for (u , v, w) i 

g(u , v,w)= 6j(u)j(v)j(w) in H' 
(12) 

= 0 elsewhere. 

The j oint distribution of u ( =x" ) and v( =x' ) 
may then be obtained by integration: 

"Note t hat th e variables u, v appear iu reverse order in (R,') compared with 
(R ,'). If t he order is kept tbe same, it will be found that (R ,') will need to be 
furth er broken into 2 parts, (R, ,') and (R ,,'). '1' be present order will tberefore 
be retained in the interest of simplicity. 'Phis Deed occasion 110 difficulty if 
care Is used when in tegrati ng. 
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6j(u) j(V) l:_/(W)dW, U~V ~~ (u+ 1), O~u~1 
Hu,v)= (13) 

f2u-v 1 
6j (u)j(v)Jo j(w)dw'2v~u~v, O ~v~ 1 

It should be remembered that this formula holds 
only if the initial distribution j(x) is non-zero in the 
range 0 to 1. For more general ranges a to b, the 
results would be rather complicated. 

The joint distribution of Y2 and Y3 may be obt.ained 
from that of u, v in (13) by the transformation U 

1 (' If) 1 ( ) Y2=- X -x =- v-u 
2 2 

U: 

with Jacobian -~, and inverse, 

(14) 

Substitu tion into (13) presents no problem. The two 
partial regions in (13) are transform ed as follows: 

{ 

l - Y3 
O ~Y2~-3-' 

first sub-region into 

o ~ Y2~ Y3' 

{

I ° ~ Y2~3 Ya, 

second sub-region into 

O ~ Y2~ I - Y3' 

1 
- < Y3< 1 4- -

1 ° ~Y3~4' 
(1 5) 

3 ° ~Y3~4 

Discussion of moments and other properties is most 
easily carried out in connectio n with the speciftc 
populations discussed below. 

To find the distribution of X"' (=w) the region H' 
must first be expressed by changing th e order of the 
variables u , v, w so that the condition involving w is 
written last, permitting u and v to be integrated out. 
The procedure is the same as determining new limits 
when transforming variables or changing the order 
of integration. 

The result of transformin g the region and inte
grating out u and v is 

p(W)=[ ( !w rv + rw ( " ] 9 du dw+ 
Jo Jo J ~wJ 2"-W 

[ £1 [.1 f HW+1) f. 2U-W] (16) + 9 d v du, 
• t(w+l) . u W • U 

o ~w ~ 1, 

where g= g(u ,v,w) is given by (12). 



r 
J2 

10 

O L-___ -"-_____ ---' 
o 1/4 1 

Yz 
FIGURE 2. Frequency function for Y2. 

b . Rectangular Universe 

For a rectangular (square) universe 

j(x)= I , 

(13) becomes, with the aid of (14), (15), 

{

I 
12(1-3Y2-Ya), Y2~Ya~ I -3Y2' O ~Y2~4 

P(Y2,Ya)= 1 

12( -3Y2 + Ya), 3Y2~Ya~I-Y2' 0 ~Y2~4 

(1 7) 
so that the pdj of Y2 is 

12fl-Y2 (Ya- 2Y2) dY a, if 0 ~Y2 <.l, 
3Y2 - 4 

= 12(1-4Y2)2, if o ~y~~. 

Its graph is sketched in fig . 2. It IS seen that 
small values of the difference (x' -x") appear to be 
overwhelmingly frequent in samples of three from a 
rectangular population, thus giving a possible intuitive 
explanation of the fact that the dispersion is much 
less than in the case of true duplicates. 

Moments of this distribution are 

1 1 
E(Y2)=16' E(YD=160' ... , 

E(y~)= 6·4 -k(k + 1)(k+2)(k +3), 

U(Y2) = 116~= O . 04841 . 

It should be recalled that these moments apply only 

c. 

to sampling from the rectangular (square) popula
tion, in the form j (x) = 1, 0 ~ x ~ 1; and 0 el cwhere. 
For the case of a symmetrical rectangular population 
with unit standard deviation , see sec. 3.2 , d, (4). 

c. Normal Universe 

Since the limits are no longer 0 to 1, the distribu
tion of Y2 has to be worked out anew. 

For the sample of size three, the two functional 
forms of Y2=t(X' -x") are 

(1 ) 

The desired distribution will then be obtained from 
the joint dj of 81 and 82 by integrating out the above 
conditions (18) separately and replacing the" free" 
8i by 2Ya. 

The joint dj of 81 and 82 is found by the usual 
method of transformation from t he joint dj of the 
basic ordered variables Xl, X2. and Xa as follows: 
The transformation 

carries the joint dj 

3' _.l.(x2+x2+ 2) 
j(Xl' X2, xa,)dx1dx2dx a=(27r)a/2 e • I 2 x3 dx ldx2dxg . 

- co <Xl ~ X2 ~ X3< co 

Integrating out 8 a from - co to co gives 

o ~82< 00. 

We can then obtain the distribution of Yz as 
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on using the transform ations t=~(S2+ Y2)' t=~(SI + Y2) 

in the first and second terms respectively, and 
combining. This change of variable in the infinite 
integral is legitim ate, for both old and new integrals 
converge, and the transformation S=3t - Y2 from s to 
t has a continuous derivative (unity) which docs not 
vanish in th e range of integration . 

The first two moments of Y2 involve integrals of 
the following types: 

f '" ( '" 7r ( ale') Jo J kyye-Q d x clY = t:; ,Ia- .Jq 

( "' j' <O Z _Q d d _ 2a . ( {i; ) ale' Jo ku Y e x Y - D.3/2 arctan 2ale' - -J-q' 

in which 

Q= ax2 + bx y + cy 2, D. = 4ac - b2> 0, 

k' = k + 2
b
a , q= ak2 + ble +c. 

These yalues give 

6 - 3,/3 
2j; 

0.22676 

V(Y2) = l- 63 - 33 ·/3 0.03508 
2 47r 

(J (Yz)= 0.18730 . 

d. Comparison of Y 2 with other measures of two observations 

(1) " True duplicates" (sample size n = 2). 

For samples of 2, the closest pair (x " , x' ) is simply 
t he entire sample: 

and 
x'-x" X2-X, 1 

Y2 = - 2--= - 2- = 2 R2, 

where R n will be used to nenote th e range of a sample 
of n. In tabl(' 1 b , Y2 (for samples of 2) is denoted 
by p (Part A, cols. 3,6). 

Since a main objective is to make compari on for 
samples from rectangular and from normal popu
lations, it is first necessary to put them on a com
parable basis. I 3 The normal population s tudied is 
symmetrical and has standard deviation unity. 
The rectangular population with these ame char
acteristics of location and scale is 

1 
g(x) = ,_, 

",,12 

= 0 otherwise, 

since the standard deviation of the rectangular 
(square) population previously considered is .J12. 
The quan tities needed in the comparisons below 
involving the rectangular distribution will be most 
convenien tly obtained by computing them for the 
simple case of a square dis tribution and then multi
plying by the scale magnifying factor 12. Evi
den tly the statistic Y2 will not be affected by the shift 
in 10caLion of thc population . 

The results arc (here 2yz is simply the range, 
xz-x,): 

R ectangular universe g(x )= 1/-/1'2,- ·/3 ~ x ~ --/3; 
and 0 elsewhere. 

E (y z)=E -- = E - R z = - · _ · "\·12 = 0 5774 ( X2-Xl ) (1 ) 1 1 -
2 2 2 3 . 

(From the distribution of the range p (R n) = 
n(n- 1 ) R~-2( 1 -Rn) for n = 2, combined with a 
transformation which mulLiplies the scale of the 
variable by-y' 12 .) 

Normal universe !(x) = (1/ -j2;)e-x2/2 , -ex><x< ex> 

() ( X2-X, ) (1 1)" 
(J Y2 = (J - 2- = 2-; = 0.4263 

(From Jones [9]. ) 
(2) Lowest (or highest) 14 pair out of tlu-ee (n= 3). 

For samples of three, x, ~ X2 ~ Xs, we have the fol
lowing results for s=(x2-x,)/2: 

R ectangular universe g(x)= l j.JT2, -~~x~ 3; 
and 0 elsewhere 

" This considerat ion did not arise when studying the statistic V .. because, being 
aratio of lengths, it is unalTected by changes in scale of the parent population. 

" Since tbe parent distribution is in each case symmetrical, tb e results for 
th e lowest and highest pair are identical. 
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E (X2;-Xl)=~ . 12 = 0.4330 

IT (X2;-Xl)=~3'{; ~~= 0 . 33 5 4 

(From Wilks [6] .) 
Normal universe j (Xl) = (l /-J27r)e-:r12, - ex>< x < ex> 

E ( X2 - Xl) = _ 3_ = 0.4231 
2 4-.r ;;. 

IT ( X2 2 Xl ) = (4- 9 t :f3Y = 0.3379 

(From Jones [9] .) 

1 
(3) Half-range, "2 (X3 - x l)(n = 3). 

The analogous quantities which descrihe th e spread 
in the set of 3 are: 

R ectangular universe g(x) = l / .[l2, - 3 :=;x:=; /3; 
and 0 elsewhere. 

E -- = E - R 3 = - ·_ ·",12 = 04330 ( X3- Xl ) (1 ) 1 1 I-
4 4 42 . 

IT ( X3;- Xl) = .J(1 /80 ).1 2= 0. 387 3 

(From the distribution of the range p(R n) for n = 3.) 
The reason for using one-fourth rather than one

half the range runs somewhat as follows. The 
distance (X2- XI ) between two adjacent values in a 
sample of 3 can take values from zero all the way 
up to the range of all three . Thus, in a rough 
average sense, this distan ce represents some fraction 
of the range, and it happens that in the cases we 
have considered, this fraction is remarkably closely 
given by one-half, so that half this distance, namely 
S= }HX2-Xl) , is, in the same sense, given hy one
fourth the range. 

Normal universe j(x)= (1 !~)e-x2/2, -ex>< x<ex>. 

E ( X3- Xl) =_3_ = 0.4231 
4 4 -r;;. 

IT ( X 3 2 Xl) = 0.4442 

(From Jones [9].) 

(4) Closest pair in samples of three. 

For comparison, momen ts of 2Y2= X' - x" = y; for 
samples of three are presented here based on the 
moments of .Yz found above (sees. 3.2, b, and 3.2, 
c.) and also adjusted, in the case of th e r ectan-

gular universe, for moving the mean of the distribu
tion to the origin and increasing the scale by the 
factor -!12. 

R ectangular universe 
{3; and 0 elsewhere. 

N ormal universe 
- ex> < x < ex> . 

g (x)= 1 / ~12 , -.J3:=;x:=; 

E(y;)= 2E(Y2)= 2(0.2267 61 )= 0.453 5 

IT (y ;) = 2IT(Yz)= 2(0 .187 30)= 0.3 746 

The reason for using twice Y2, rather than Y2, for 
comparison wi th the previous values is analogous to 
that given in section 3.2, d , (3) for using one
fourth rather t han one-half the range. The restric
tion to the closest pair means that the distance 
x' -x" cannot vary to the same extent as X2-Xl, for 
its size is limited at most to half the range, wbile 
X2- Xl can take values up to the range of the sample. 
Thus it is to be expected that x' - x" , that is, 2Y2, 

is the quantity comparable to X2~XI, which in turn, 

by the argument in section 3,3.2, d ., (3 ), is compar

able to X3 4 Xl. It turns out that these relationships 

are exactly true in the case of the parent (adjusted) 
rectangular distribution, and remarkably close in 
the case of the parent unit normal. 

3 .3 . The Statistic Y 3 

As for Yz, the distribution of 

x' +x" 
Y3=---

2 

in the general situation involves a complicated argu
ment, not only because of the complexity of the 
distribution function, but because of the involved 
character of the region over which the integration 
must be performed. Therefore it is not considered 
profitable to discuss the properties of Y3 from a gen
eral viewpoint , but its properties will be illustra ted 
for individual universes, to show how they may be 
derived in any given case. 

a . Rectangula r Universe 

We cannot use the joint ~f P(Y2, Y3) in the form 
(1 7), because Y2 cannot be integrated out of the 
region as writ t en. I t is therefore necessary to re
verse the order of the variables in the expression for 
the region. The result is 
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whose graph is sketched in figure 3. 
For the moments we have 

1 
o ~Y3~"4 

J:.<y<~ 
4 - - 4 

3 
"4~Y3~ 1, 

As in section 3.2, b, the rectangular distribution to 
which these apply is the square formf(x) = l , 0 ~x~ 1, 
and 0 elsewhere. For the form with standard devia
tion unity, see section 3.2, c, (4). 

FIGURE 3. Frequency function of ya for a rectangular universe. 

h. Normal Universe 

The statistic Y3 takes the functional forms 

A a first step in obtaining the distribution of Y3 , the 
joint df of x' and x" is determined from that of Xl, 

X2, X3' 

Writing 

f(XI, X2,X3)dx 1d x2dx a = 6 f(xl)f(X2)f(X3)dx Id x2dx 3, 

- 00 <Xl~X2~X3< 00 

where, on the right-hand sid e, f(x) = ~e-lx2, we 
,,211" 

have, on integrating over the above conditions, 

g(x', x")dx' d x" = 6 [ r f(XI)f(X2)f(X3)dx3 ' dX1dx 2] .1'1=.1" J xa>2X2-Xl .1'2=.1" 

+ 6 [Ll::; 2X2-xa f(XI)f(X2)f(X3)dxl' dX2dx3]~~:~: 

(19) 

= 6f(x')f(x")[1 - F(2x' -x")+F(2x" -x')] dx'dx" ,- 00 <x" ~ x' < 00, (20) 

where 

F(x)= f~Q) f(t)dt. 
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The desired distribution IS then derived by means 
of the transformation 

giving 

1 
ya=- (x ' + x" ) 

2 

1 
Y2=2(x' - x" ), 

Alternative derivation. The author is indebted to 
Professor J. W olfowitz of Cornell University for 
the following interesting method of deriving the 
above result. 

The method is to take two of the three observa
tions (which may be done in C~ ways) and express 
the fact that they are the closest two by writing the 
condition that the third is at a greater distance 
from either one than the interval between the two 
selected . 

This may be schemati cally shown as follows: 
REGION 
WHERE X, 
MAY LIE 

\ 
If x' and x" are the closest pair, then 

REG ION 
WHERE X2 
MAY LIE 

1 

x' - x" 
(i) HaH the distance between them is Y2= - -2- ; 

(ii) The abscissa of the mid-point between them IS 

x' + x". 
Ya=--2-- ' 

(iii) The condition that x" and x' are the closest two 
is equivalen t to the condition : Xl lies to the left 
of A or Xs lies to the right of B. 

Combining co ndition (iii) with the fact that, 
either from the diagram or by inverting the trans
formation in (i) and (ii) , X' = Ya+Y2 and X" = Ya-Y2, 
gives for the joint df of Ya, Y2, 

The odd moments of Ya vaDish by symmetry. 
The even moments of Ya require the evaluation 

of integrals of the type 

f a> ( a> [ PlI+Z (2 2 2) 
¢Zk(a , p)= - .. J o . _a> Z2ke - ax +b. +c. dxdyd z . 

(21) 

This may be accomplished by first putting k = O, 
differentiating 15 with respect to p, and obtaining 
an integral of the form 

o f a> ( a> 2.j;m 
op c/>o(a , p) = -a> J o y e-Qdydz=-~-, 

where Q= kx2+ lxy + my2, ~=4km- l2>O , k, m> O. 
Integrating back yields the value of ¢o (a, p ). Next, 
differen tiating this value with respect to c gives the 
even moments of Y3. 

We thus obtain the results 

E (yD= O, k odd 

1 ,-
V (Y3)= E(yD= "2+ ~! = 0 .6378 16 

<T(Ya) = 0.7986 

c. Comparisons with Other Measures of Two Observations 

Since for samples of two, Ya is merely the midrange, 
m =}HxI + X2) , we have the following resultsY 

(1) "True duplicates" (sample size n = 2) 

Rectangular universe: g(x) = 1/ .J12, - .J3 ::; x::;.J3; 
and ° elsewhere. 

E (Ya) = 0 

1 
u(Ya)= 2 

Normal universe: ](x )= (1 / .['h)e-.z/2, - ex> < x < co . 

" This and the other steps of the analysis in the case of multiple in tegrals 
may be sho wn to be valid by methods analogous to the usual ones for simple 
integrals. 

16 Acknowledgment is due G. R. Seth, who first disco vered and communicated 
this value to the author alter deriving it by a different metbod , which the author 
has found useful a t other points of this paper . (See also foo tnote 3.) 

17 As in section 3.2, d . the rBr~ren cc for the C3SC of the rectangular universe' is 
Wilks [6]; for th~ normal universe, Jones [9] . T ile values for the rectangular uni
verse are computed by finding the momen ts of ya for the square universe and 
t hen adjusting by the location and scale factors desrribed in 8cctiou 3.2, d , (I). 
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(2) Lowcst 18 pair out of three (n = 3) 

R ectangular universe: 19 

E (Xl~X2)=_ ./3 /4=-0 .4330 

cr (XltX2)=~1;~~2 = 0 . 642 3 
Normal universe: 

1 -- =- 1 Xl) =- - -- = - 0.4231 E(Xl +X2) lEe 1( 3) 
2 2 2 2.r; 

cr (Xl+X2)= (~_ 9 -2 ./3)~ = 0.6244 
2 2 167T 

1 
(3) Midrange of all three measurement , "2 (Xl + X3)' 

(n = 3) 

R ectangular universe : 19 

E CX 1tX3 ) = 0 

cr CXltX3)= ~130= 0 .547 7 
Normal univel'sP: 

E ( Xl t X3 ) = 0 

cr ( Xl tX3)=(~- i!Y = 0.6018 

(4) Closest pair in samples of three 

For comparison, moments of Y3= (x' +x" )j2, the 
average of the closest pair out of three, are presented 
here, based on th e moments of Ya found above (sees. 
3.3, a and 3.3, b. ) and also adjusted, in the case of 
the rectangular distribution, to the location and 
scale factors used several times previously. 

R ectangular universe : 19 

Normal universe: 

33 
40 = 0.9083 

18 An"lo~ous resul ts [or tho higllPst pair [lro obtainable [rom symmetry con· 
siderations. 

" Adjusted as alrcady mentioned in proYious sections: U(x) =1/.,ff2,-..(3 ;;;!x;;! 
..(3; and 0 elsewbere. 

3 
2 

p( W) 

3 _ ________ ::":_==--_---
"4 

OL-___________ -L ________________ ~ ___ 

o I 
2 

1 

W 

F IGURE -1. Distribution oj the outlying value in a sample oj 
three /Tom the rectangular distribution 

3.4. The Extreme Value X" I 

For the rectangular distribution we obtained the 
joint density function (12) in section 3.2, a, above, 
of X', X", X'II. This consisted of just the product of 
the individual density functions (unity for the rec
tangular universe), but defined over a compli cated 
appearing region. Following the principles eluci
dated in tha t section, we obtain the dj of X'II by 
first expressing the region suitably, then integrating 
out x' and x". The result is given by equation (16) 
wbich, for the rectangular distribution , becomes, with 
X' Il = W, 

o ~w~ l , (22) 

which is the parabola sk:etched in figure 4. 

Although considerable attention has been devoted 
to th e anomalous values or outliers Xl or X3 (x" for 
samples of n) separately, th ese have not, so far a') i 
known to the author, been united ioto a single 
statistic of the type X'II . Thus, (22) actually exhibits 
a distribution oj an OU'rLIER as distinct from a ("one
end") extreme value XI (or xa). 
The moment of ware 

1 
E(w)=-, 

2 
1 .-

cr (w) = lQ -./1 0= 0.3 162 

The joint distribution of wand Y3, given without 
proof, is as follows: 

4 (W-Y 3) , 
1 
4 W~Y3~W, O ~w~1 

12Y3, 
1 

O~w ~1 0~Y3~ 4w, 
j(Y3,W)= 

1 
4(Y3 - W), W ~ Y3~ 4(w +3), O ~w~1 

12 (l-Y3), 
1 
4(w+ 3)~Y3~1, O ~w~l 

This distribution may be used to obtain the correla

tion between X'II and Y3=~ (x ' +X" ), which turns 

out to be- .37689 , or slightly under - 3/8. This seem 
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to imply a slight tendency for a pair of close, small 
values in a sample of 3 from a rectangular population 
to be associated with a relatively large outlying value, 
and conversely, for close high values. 

The distribution of the extreme value x'" would 
also be of interest for the normal and other dis
tributions. Although the analytical methods neces
sary for handling the integrals encountered could be 
developed and extended on the basis of the procedures 
thus far givan, this would not appear to be warranted 
for the purposes of this paper. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper has developed methods for deriving the 
exact distributions and related properties of certain 
statistics not heretofore considered which throw light 
on some aspects of the behavior of very small samples 
encountered in exp~rimentallaboratory work. These 
statistics, designated Yl, Y2, Ya depend not solely on 
the order of the observations but also take their 
relative clo~eness into account. The aim was to 
provide only the mathematical theory, for samples 
of three, and present only the more interesting results 
and comparisons (summarized in table 1) and not 
attempt to use the results as a basis for setting up 
criteria for the rejection of observations. 

The results have some bearing on the old question 
of the rejection of outlying observations. They show 
that at least for the normal, rectangular, and right 
triangular universes, for a sample as small as three a 
rejection criterion based on the relative sizes of the 

...... 

o 

two gaps formed by the three measurements is hardly 
a satisfactory one, for high ratios between these gaps 
occur with surprising frequency, as indicated in 
table 2, even when all three observations come from 
the same universe. 
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